Everyone Needs a Little Adventure in their LiFE.
~ Join Author/Adventurer Brandon Wilson in This Ground-Breaking Travel Series ~

Over the Top & Back Again: Hiking X the Alps
An intrepid couple faces their highest-octane escapade ever a 1200 mile hike across eight countries over the backbone of
the Alps. Join them as they face the daunting Via Alpina-and
their greatest fears-in this empowering, witty, wildly subversive
tale. The first English chronicle of hiking the Via Alpina,
Europe’s Appalachian Trail. ForeWord Reviews Book of the
Year Bronze Award. ISBN: 9780977053636/29 hardcover/
paperback • 238 pages • 53 photos/maps/illustrations
“Recommended for armchair travelers and anyone
interested in hiking the Alps.” ~ Library Journal

Along the TemplaR Trail
Hiking in the footsteps of the legendary Knights Templar,
two men embark on a quest to carry a message of peace
along a route of war. As their path leads them thousands of
miles toward Jerusalem, everything remains uncertain except for their steadfast and life-threatening resolve.
Prestigious Lowell Thomas Gold Award for Best Travel Book
(SATWF). ISBN: 9780977053698/81 hardcover/paperback
328 pages • 44 photos/maps. Also in a new German edition.
“A fascinating testimony of faith and gumption that inspired
two men to take seven million steps for peace. A must read…”
~ Arun Gandhi, M.K. Gandhi Institute for Nonviolence

Dead Men Don’t Leave Tips: Adventures X Africa
What does it take to follow your dreams? Quite a bit if that
means crossing Africa. As their dream safari turns into a
nightmare, one couple sets off alone across the continent.
That makes all the difference in this edge-of-your-seat,
“unsanitized for your protection,” journey of discovery.
ISBN: 9780977053650/43 hardcover/paperback • 280 pages
38 photos/maps
“Fascinating, informative, humorous, poignant, surprising…
a terrific read from first page to last - would make a popular
addition to any personal or community library travel section.”
~ Midwest Book Review

Yak Butter Blues
Join the first Western couple to challenge the “impossible”
on an incredible 650 mile trek with their horse across the
wilds of Tibet. Experience this true riveting tale of human
endurance, enlightening eye-opener, and sympathetic eulogy for a vanishing Shangri-la. An IPPY Award winner.
ISBN: 9780977053674/67 hardcover/paperback • 280 pages
27 photos/maps • 2nd edition • Also in a new Spanish edition.
“Recommended for adventure travel and Tibetan culture collections.”
~ Library Journal
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